The multicentre trial philosophy in stress echocardiography: lessons learned from the EPIC study. EPIC-EDIC Study Project. Echo Persantine International Cooperative Study. Echo-Dobutamine International Cooperative Study.
The scientific assessment of diagnostic tests should not be based upon a small series of results published by the best academic institutions, but ought to require large scale, multicentre validation founded on grass roots institutions with real doctors, real patients and real problems. To this purpose, an international network of stress echo laboratories has been organized, and within a few years has collected data from thousands of studies using pharmacological stress echocardiography, performed with either dipyridamole (EPIC: Echo Persantine International Cooperative Study) or dobutamine (EDIC: Echo Dobutamine International Cooperative Study) stresses. In a widely deregulated field, all network laboratories have agreed: to pass a quality control examination on stress echo reading before entering the study; to adopt an identical drug infusion protocol; to code similarly the LV segments; and to adopt a common scoring system for wall motion analysis. A minimum amount of historical, clinical, and-when available-stress electrocardiographic, angiographic and follow-up data have been collected on each patient, and disseminated in the various centres, facilitating the creation of an international stress echo language that will help, not only the production of high quality scientific data, but also the build up of a common stress echo lab, with a standardized way of making the studies, unifying the methods and terminology, and archiving data. To date, we have 50 echo laboratories from 15 nations across four continents (Europe, America, Asia and Africa) actively involved in this project. These data will ultimately fill the gap between the academic theory of journals and the pragmatic experience of daily life in a busy echocardiographic laboratory.